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Abstract. Knowing the wave climate along the California coastis vital from the
perspectivesof climatologicalchangeand planningshoreprotectionmeasures.Buoy
data indicate that the wave climate is very similar along much of the California
coast. We show that elementsof the wave climate can be accurately reconstructed
using near-coastal inland broadband seismometerdata. Such reconstructions are
possiblebecauseswell approachingthe coast generatespressurefluctuations that
are locally transformedinto seismicwavesat the seafloorthat propagateinland
and are detectable by land-basedseismometers.Buoy and seismometerdata show
that most of the microseismenergy recordedinland near the coast is generated
from wave events at nearby coastal locations. A site-specific,empirically derived
seismic-to-wavetransfer function is demonstratedto be applicable to seismicdata
from the samelocationfor any year. Theseresultssuggestthat oceanwaveheights
estimated from near-coastalbroadbandseismometerdata are sufficientlyreliable

for monitoringthe coastalwaveheight when buoy data are unavailable,provided
that adequate simultaneousnearby buoy measurementsare available to calibrate
the seismometerdata. The methodologypresentedhere providesan important tool
that allowsthe investigationof potential wave climate changesfrom reconstructions
using archived seismicdata collected since the 1930s.

1.

Introduction

comparisons between recent buoy measurements and
the
wave record from earlier per;.ods. Historical reconThe severe1997-1998winter storm cyclein the North
structions of extreme-wave episodesand their climatoloPacific, with its damaging effects on the California
shoreline,has focusedattention on the variability of the giesmust thereforegenerallybe developedusingmarine
meteorologicalanalysesand are hencesubject to considwave climate along the California coast. Specificallyof
interest is the comparison of the wave climate of the erable uncertainty. It is important to reduce this uncertainty, since reconstructionsof extreme-wave episodes
currentE1Nifio-SouthernOscillation(ENSO) alongthe
West Coastnot only with that of the 1982-1983episode, along the West Coast are important for coastal engibut alsowith earlier E1 Nifio related wavecycles.Unfor- neering and shore processesstudies and also because
tunately, the recordof long-termbuoy measurementsof they are relevant to possiblechangesin the incidence

wavesalong the West Coast is rather short, beginning and/or intensityof extremestormspostulatedunder
in the early 1980s. Consequently,the instrumentalwave scenariosof natural or anthropogenicclimate change.
The uncertainty in the wave record is of particular
recordprior to the availability of buoy and satellitedata
concern
because meteorologicallybased historical reis very incomplete, making unreliable the quantitative
constructionssuggestlarge fluctuationsin the wave climateof the West Coast[Seymouret al., 1984;Seymour,
Copyright 1999 by the American GeophysicalUnion.
1996], with the majority of the most intenseepisodes
since
1900 occurring after the mid-1970s. In apparent
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a change in climate in the Northern Hemisphere dur- Data Center (NODC) CD-ROM data sets. Simultaing the mid-1970s[Nitta and Yamada,1989; Trenberth, neous broadband seismometer data are available from
1990; Trcnbcrthand Hurtell, 1994; Graham, 1994; Born, the Berkeley SeismologicalLaboratory for the Berke1996]. Seymouret al. [1984]investigatedthe relation- ley seismicstation BKS. Buoys near BKS are NOAA
shipof ENSO to California'swaveclimate,focusingpri- buoys46026 and 46013, located in coastalwaters near
marily on the strong 1982-1983 ENSO. The number of San Francisco(Figure 1). Wave reconstructions
from
large wave eventsreportedby Seymour[1996]for the these seismicdata have local significancebecause,as

well-recorded,very strong 1982-1983 ENSO is conspicuously larger than the number for the strong, but not
well-recorded, 1940-1941 ENSO.
An alternative to usingmeteorologicaldata to recon-

ciscois representativeof the wave climate alongmuch
of the Californiacoast;that is, wavesfrom largestorms
have similar characteristicsat coastalbuoysseparated

struct the historical

by hundreds of nautical miles.

wave climate is to use archived ana-

log broadband seismometerdata. Such reconstructions
are possiblebecauseswell approachingthe coastgenerates pressure fluctuations that are locally transformed
into seismicwavesat the seafloorthat propagateinland
and are detectable by land-based seismometerslocated
near the coast. The archived seismometerdata can potentially extend the complete wave record back several
decades.

The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate that the
local wave climate can be accurately reconstructedusing recent near-coastal inland digital broadband seismometer data. First, we show the reliability of using seismicwave climate reconstructionsfrom the San
Francisco Bay area as representative of the wave climate along much of the California coast. The relationship between the ocean wave spectrum and the microseism spectrum allows the estimation of a seismic-to-

shownbelow, the wave climate measurednear San Fran-

To illustratethe spatialhomogeneity
alongthe Californiacoast,we showHs (Plate 1) from coastalNOAA
buoys46013, 46026, 46011, and 46023 from Point Con-

ceptionto Point Reyes(seeFigure 1 for locations)for
the November1, 1982, to February 28, 1983, time period, correspondingto the strongestE1 Nifio related
wave episodeon record prior to the current ENSO. Water depthsat buoys46013, 46026, 46011, and 46023 are
121, 33, 196, and 623 m, respectively. Plate 1 shows
that wave data from the San Francisco coastal area are

representative of the wave climate over much of the California coast. Measurementsof Hs at theselocationsare

very similar,with the typical differencein Hs (at buoys
other than 46026) lessthan 1.0 m. In particular, the

amplitudes of the peaks of Hs correspondclosely,with
virtually simultaneouspeaks at all the coastalbuoys. A
similar variation in Tp is observedat the samebuoys.
wave transfer function that enables reconstruction of
Differencesin Hs, e.g., between46013 and 46023, result,
the ocean wave height and wave period from seismic to a large extent, from their proximity to the wavedata. Seismometerand buoy data collectedduring the generatingstorms,with buoysfarthest from the source
1997-1998 E1 Nifio wave cycle demonstratethe reliabil- areas generally having the largest reduction in ampliity of the methodologyand are comparedwith buoy tude from spreadingand dispersioneffects. Hs at 46026
data from the 1982-1983 E1 Nifio.
(Plate 1, dark blue line) is consistentlysomewhatless
than at the other buoys as a result of being partially
shelteredby the Farallon Islands. Consequently,we use
2. Buoy Data: Spatial Variation of
unsheltered,
deep water buoy 46013 as the reference
Wave
Parameters
buoy to calibrate the seismic data below, since local
The ocean wave spectrum results both from swell wave energy that does not reach 46026 will generate
from distant storms and from "sea" generatedby lo- microseisms that will be detected at B KS.
cal winds. Ocean gravity wavescan be characterizedby
the significantwave height Hs (the height of the high- 3. Relating the Ocean Wave Spectrum

est 1/3 of the waves)and the peakwaveperiodTp (the
to the Seismic Microseism
waveperiod with the greatestenergy). Hs is computed

Spectrum

fromthewave
spectral
density
data$wasHs= 4m•/2,

Storm winds generate dispersivewaves, with longwhere mo is the zeroth moment of the wavespectrum, period wavestraveling faster than short periodsin deep
rao = f Sw(f)df. Differences
in Hs asmeasured
at dif- water. The peak of the oceanwave spectrumfor a fully
ferent coastallocationsresult from differingstormfetch developedsea dependson the maximum sustainedwind
parameters and local coastalbathymetry, as well as dis- speedof the storm and the length and duration of the
persion and spreadingeffectsrelated to the relative po- fetch [Piersonand Moskowitz,1964]. As the sustained
wind speed increases,the frequency of the peak of the
sitions of the wave-generatingstorms.
Extreme wave episodeshave a strong impact on the wave spectrum decreases(that is, the peak wave peCalifornia coast. Wave heightsand other waveparame- riod increases). Swellswith peak energyat very low
ters have been routinely monitored alongthe California frequenciesare generated only by very high sustained
coast sincethe early 1980susingnear-coastalwavemea- wind speeds. Thus the frequency associatedwith the
surement buoys. Buoy data from several coastal loca- largest wavesgivesa conservativeestimate of the maxtions are available

from the National

Oceanic and At-

mosphericAdministration (NOAA) National Oceanic

imum sustained wind speed of the storm.
Numerous studies have investigated the character-
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Figure 1. Locations
of California
coastal
buoys(circles)
andtheBerkeley
(BKS)seismometer

site (triangle). Bathymetriccontoursare in metersbelowsealevel.

isticsof wave-generated
microseism
noise(see Webb
[1998]and Orcuttet al. [1993]for reviews).Microseismshave been attributed to swell that has propagatedacrosslarge stretchesof ocean[Munk et al.,
1963; Haubrichet al., 1963]as well as to local storm
wavesthat are prominent sourcesof microseismsin the

derstood,possiblemechanisms
for couplingoceanwave
energy to the solid earth include the interaction of the

ocean wave pressure signal with the sloping seafloor

and/orthe breakingof wavesat the shoreline
[Hasselmann, 1963]. Primary microseisms
from swellarrivals
producea weakspectralpeakin the [0.04,0.1]Hz band.

[0.2,0.5]Hz band[Babcock
et al., 1994]. MicroseismsThe weak couplingbetweenthe oceanwavesand seismic
resultfromthe conversion
of wave-generated
signalsto

energyresultsin the amplitude of primary microseisms
being at times below detection levels.
shallowcoastalwaters, "single-frequency"
or primary
More energetic microseismsthat dominate the noise
•nicroseisms
at the frequencyof the wavesare gener- levelsin the [0.1,0.5]Hz band are alsoobservedat douated. The amplitude of the pressurefluctuationsfrom ble the ocean wave frequency. Wave energyis conthe oceanwavesfalls off exponentiallywith depth be- verted to acoustic energy at the sea surface as a relow the free surface, with the result that this mecha- sult of the interactionof oceangravity waveswith opnism is ineffectivein generatingprimary microseisms posing components. The amplitude of these "doubleexceptin shallowcoastalwaters. Althoughnot well un- frequency"microseisms
is proportionalto the product
seismicenergy at the ocean bottom. When swell enters
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Plate 1. Significantwaveheight Hs during the 1982-1983E1Nifio wavecycleat National Oceanic

and AtmosphericAdministration(NOAA) buoys46013, 46026, 46011, and 46023 (seeFigure 1
for locations).The legendgivesthe associatedline color. Tick marksare at 5-day increments.

of the amplitudes of the opposingocean wavesproduc-

The nonlinear nature of interactions between oppos-

ing them [Longuet-Higgins,
1950]. In additionto mul- ing gravity waveswith slightly different wavenumbers
results in second-orderpressurefluctuations with small
wavenumbersthat propagate to the deep seafloor as
acousticwaveshaving a broad phasevelocity spectrum
coastalreflectionof incidentswell [Haubrichand Mc- and amplitudes that do not attenuate appreciablywith
Camy, 1969]. Munk et al. [1963]estimatedcoastal depth. The high-velocity componentsof the pressure
reflection of Southern Hemisphere swell to be about spectrum excite freely propagating body waves, while
20% from array measurementsoff San ClementeIsland. the low-velocitycomponentsexcite trapped (surface)
Haubrich et al. [1963] showedthat obliquelyarriv- waves in the waveguidebounded above by a pressure
ing Southern Hemisphere swell generates correspond- release surface and below by the large increasein seising double-frequencymicroseisms,suggestingthat suf- mic velocitieswith depth in the ocea•ic crust [Hasselficient opposingreflectedwaveenergycan result from a mann,1963]. A smallcomponent
of the resultingmicrowide range of nonnormal swell approach angles. From seismwave field propagatesas compressionalor shear
the frequency and relative narrownessof the double- body waves, with this energy primarily at frequencies
frequency peak of near-coastal seismometer data and above0.2 Hz [Haubrichand McCamy,1969].Although
neglectingswellrefractionand local bathymetriceffects, a wide band of surface-wave velocities are excited, the
Haubrich et al. estimated that the generationarea com- only surface-wavephasesthat propagate well are those
prised a coastal strip about 150 km long, centered at correspondingto the various modes that are characthe coastal point nearest the seismometerand extend- teristic of the øcean-seafløør
waveguide[Webb,1992].
ing seaward as much as 300 km. Bromirski and Duen- These double-frequencymicroseismshave much higher
nebier [1998] confirmedfrom dispersedswell spectra amplitudes than the primary microseismswhoseorigins
and their associateddouble-frequencymicroseismsthat are less clearly understood. Consequently,we use the
wave-wave interaction at nearby coastlines dominates double-frequency microseism spectrum to reconstruct
the near-coastaldouble-frequencymicroseismspectrum.
tiple storm systems, opposing waves may occur near
the wave generation region as the winds in a storm
system vary in direction, or near the coast from the
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Analysisof microseism
particlemotionand phasere- •rties of the gravity-wave wave field as a function of
lationships
at the oceanfloorby Barstowet al. [1989] wave direction0 and includesthe opposingwavefield
indicatesthat microseismsare predominatelyfunda- as well as the directionalpropertiesof the incoming
mental mode Rayleigh waves. As these modes ap- swell. In the open ocean, Wo can be modeled with
proach the coast, the rapidly changingpropertiesof a cosq(0)dependence,
whereq is the beam parameter
the waveguideas the water depth decreasesresult in [Hughes,
1976]. In areaswherethe directionaldepenthe energy in the Rayleigh modes at the seafloorbe- denceof long-periodwavesis constrained
by proximity
ing greatly reduced. Hasselmann[1963]showedthat to the coastline, the opposingwave field that causes
refractionof Rayleigh-wave
modespropagatingtoward wave-wavemicroseisms
is mostlikely dominatedby the
the shorecan significantlyreducethe amountof deep- reflectionof swell energyfrom the irregularcoastline
ocean-generated
microseismenergyreachingnear-coastal [Haubrich
andMcCamy,1969].In near-coastal
regions,
sites,confirmedby Haubrichet al. [1963].Conversion W0 also includesthe ambient "local-sea"wave •eld as
to bodywavephases
[Haubrich
andMcCamy,1963]and well as opposingwave energyresultingfrom trapped
scatteringinto other modes [Schreinerand Dotman, waves leaking off the continental shelf and the reflec1990] may also be important mechanisms
that dissi- tion/refraction/diffraction
of waveenergyfromnearby
pate open-ocean-generated
microseismenergy in near- coastal features. In principal, an estimate of the comcoastal areas. The microseisms observed at near-coastal
bined nearshorewave field coefficientsW0 can be oblocationsare consequentlydominatedby conversionof tainedfrombuoy(S•) andhydrophone
(Sp) datausing
the local wave-inducedpressurefield into seismicwaves a modifiedversionof (1).
that propagateinland. Confirmationof the "local"genIn shallowwater, a significantcontributionto the mierationof the near-coastalmicroseismsignalis inferred croseismspectrum results from an amplification factor
from the closetemporal agreementbetweenthe peak due to propagationeffectsassociatedwith the generfrequenciesand patterns of oceanswell and microseism ation of inhomogeneous
interfacewaves[Schmidtand
spectra,and the narrow width of somemicroseismpeaks Kuperman,1988]. However,the inhomogeneous
contriin frequency(seePlate 2 and Figure4).
bution to the ocean bottom noise spectrum does not
The measurement
or hindcasting
of oceanwaveheight propagatewell inland, wherethe contributionresulting
from seismometerdata has been usedin the past by from the homogeneous
componentof the pressurefield
Zopf et al. [1976]to monitorwaveconditionson the dominatesthe microseismsignaland is thus closelyasOregoncoastusinga speciallydesignedland-basedmi- sociatedwith the oceanwave height [Kibblewhiteand
croseismometerwave measurementsystemlocatedclose Brown, 1991]. In simplifiedform, the verticalseismic
to the shore. Recentresultsfrom that systemare pre- displacement
spectrumat the oceanbottom, $z (c•),
sentedby TillorsonandKomar [1997].Kibblewhiteand can be expressedas
Brown [1991] estimatedthe wave amplitudeson the
=
(2)
New Zealandcoastusinga land-basedseismometer,
also
located near the shore. Below we show that broadband
data from seismometers located inland from the coast

can also give good estimatesof wave height usingan
empirically derived seismic-to-wavetransfer function.

4. Theory

where Rs representsthe local active sourceregionof
wave-waveinteractionsand T z is the pressure-to-seismic
Rayleigh-wave
transferfunction. Then Sz detectedby
an inland seismometercan be expressedin terms of the
ocean gravity-wave spectral density as

Sz(Cad
)- 7rp2g2
[

]

2c 2
ß
The theory of microseismgenerationis well established,with a detailed presentationof the wave-waveinteractioninitially givenby Longuet-Higgens
[1950]and The microseismgenerationarea term Rs dependson
furtherdeveloped
by Hasselmann
[1963]andmanyoth- the wave period and the magnitudeand locationof the
ers. An approximateform of the wave-wavepressure wave-generating
storm from the coast (beam width),
excitationspectrum$p from the nonlinearinteraction and Tz will vary over Rs as the the local shelfgeology
of opposingwavescan be expressedas
varies. However, since Sz at microseismfrequencies
is predominantly "locally" generatedand sincewe are
primarily concernedwith waveshaving periodsgreater
2c 2
w
than 10 s, we assumethat the variation in Rs is much
whereS• is the gravity-wavespectraldensity(buoy lessthan the variationin Sz levelsand that Tz is reladata) at wavefrequencyw, p is the oceansurfaceden- tiYelyconstant
overRs. Forinlandsensor
locations,
atsity of seawater,g is the accelerationdue to gravity, c tenuationof the Rayleigh-wavemicroseismsignalmust
is the ocean sound speed, and the pressurespectrum alsobe considered.The attenuationc•R dependsboth
frequencywd is double the wave frequency;that is, on the geologicstructure and the distancebetweenthe
wd= 2w [see,e.g., Kibblewhiteand Ewans,1985; Webb sourcearea and the seismometerand may be frequencyand Cox, 1986]. Wo describesthe directionalprop- dependent. More thorough representationsof the mi-

$p(w•)= 7rp•
g•w• $•(w)
Wo(w),(1)
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croseism excitation theory are given by Hasselmann other sourcesof significant nonocean-wave-relatedsig[1963],SchmidtandKuperman[1988],Kibblewhite
and nals must be excluded when determining F sw.

Wu [1991],Webb[1992],and others.
The transfer function F sw relates the microseism amplitudes to the ocean wave amplitudes. Prior to esti-

5. Application: Berkeley (BKS) Versus

Buoy 46013
mating F sw,the microseismspectrallevelsmust be correctedfor the frequency-dependent
terms (in brackets Broadband seismometerdata have been continuously
in (3)) that modify the wavespectrumcharacteristics.recordedat the University of California, Berkeley,since
Each of these terms is difficult to estimate over a variabout 1930. Digital broadbandvertical-componentseisable area for varying sourcecharacteristics.An alterna- mometer data decimated to I Hz used in this study
tive to estimating these terms individually is to determine compositewave-to-seismiccoefficientsTws empirically from normalized seismometerdata and normalized
buoy data for correspondingfrequencybands,that is,

=

are available

since 1992 from the Northern

California

EarthquakeData Center (NCEDC) for the Berkeley
seismographic
station (BKS). Buoy data are available
from NODC as previouslynoted.

w0()

52
(•)
/52(03)max
(4)
Sz2
(lXJ
d)/ Sz2
(lXJ
d)max
'

•

w

5.1.

Spectral Characteristics

w

The spectralenergylevelsat buoy 46013 and seismic

station BKS (seeFigure I for locations)for January,

An advantage of estimating Tws in this manner is that February, and March 1995 are shown in Plate 2. Tick
assumptions
about R•, Wo, Tz, and a• are unnecessary. marks are at 5-day intervals except at the end of each
Converting(3) to temporalfrequencyf, where• - month. Spectrallevelsaboveor belowthe rangesshown
2xf, andsubstituting
Twsforthetermsin bracketsz
the were set equal to that respectivebound. The 46013 data
equivalent(seismic)gravity-wavespectraldensityS• is consistof hourly wave spectral density estimatesthat
then estimated from
result from averagingwave measurementsof 1024 s du-

ration[Steeleet al., 1985].The BKS spectrallevelswere

1

• (fd)-- 4•4p2g
2f3Tw
(fd)'
c2

8

computedfrom the seismometertime seriesby averag-

three consecutive512 s data segmentswith 256 s
(5)ing
overlap using standard fast Fourier transform process-

where f is the oceangravity-wavespectraldensityfre- ing with a Hanning window. To reduce the variance in
quency,fa - 2f, and Sz is the vertical displacement the spectralestimates,each spectralestimate (in dB)
seismometer
data. Then the equivalent(seismic)signi[ was averagedtogether with the two adjacent spectral

icantwaveheight•s isobtained
fromtheband-limitedestimatesat both higher and lower frequenciesfor each
zeroth moment of the seismicspectrum as
1

-

4

,

(c)

1

where we choosefx - 0.085 Hz and f2 - 0.48 Hz. Here,
fx is selectedto excludemost swell-derivedprimary microseismenergy and other ultralong-period noise, and

segmentprior to averagingthe spectral estimatesfrom
the three segments.The resulting 14 spectralestimates
in each hour were then averagedto obtain hourly seismic estimates correspondingto the buoy data times.
Vertical stripes in Plate 2b are either earthquake transientsor missingdata.

Most of the oceanwaveenergyis foundin the [0.04,
0.20] Hz band (Plate 2a). Locally generated"sea"is

f2 is limited by the Nyquistfrequencyof the long-period typically characterizedby significantenergy at periods
seismometerdata. The corresponding
proxy peak wave lessthan 10 s (i.e., at frequencies> 0.1 Hz) and by
period,
•r•,isestimated
astwice
theperiod
ofthemax- the peak in the wave energy spectrum initially shiftimum of S• (fa).
ing to lowerfrequencies(longerperiods),indicativeof
Since the microseismamplitudes are proportional to the progressivedevelopmentof the in-fetch spectrum
the square of the wave amplitudes and also include or the increasein wind speed as the local storm intenprobable nonlinear contributions from Rs, we use a sity increases
[Bretschneider,
1959]. The typicallocalquadratic
leastsquares
fit to a plotof seismic
• ver- sea spectral signatureis exemplifiedby the event near
sus wave Hs for correspondingtime periodsto obtain March 10, clearly showinga decreasein the frequencyof
the seismic-to-wave transfer function F sw. Estimatthe spectral peak with time. The relationship between
ing F• in this manner averages the frequency and local seadevelopmentand associatedchangesin the miwave height dependent parameters that affect the mi- croseismspectrum has previouslybeen observedby Kib-

croseism
amplitudes.Fswis appliedto the • esti- blewhiteandEvans[1985]and Babcocket al. [1994].In
mates(Equat?n(6)) to obtainthe proxywaveheight contrast, the arrival of swell from distant storms shows
•; that is, Hs - Fsw•. Seismometer
datacon- the wave spectral peak shifting from low to high fretaining surface-wavesignalsfrom earthquakes,ground quencies(shorterperiods)as a result of the dispersion
shaking attributed to severelocal wind conditions,and of oceanwavesin deepwater [Munket al., 1963].This
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increase in peak frequency with time is observed for
severaldispersedswell arrivals, e.g., on January 22 and
March 23, giving a characteristicspectral shape that is
observed for other events at both 46013 and BKS.

The similarity in energyconcentrationbetweenthese
data sets is clear, with the seismicresponseat twice the
oceanwave frequency(Plate 2b). Energy concentrations at frequenciesless than about 0.085 Hz are primary microseisms. The wave-wave double-frequency
boundary is easily identified. Note that the highest
wave energy levels at 46013 have a close correspondence with the highest microseismlevels at BKS. The
similarity of relative energy levels is closestfor swell
events where the wave energy is concentrated in the
[0.05,0.08]Hz band. The combinationof local seaconcurrent

with

the

arrival

of swell

from

one or more
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croseism levels at BKS have a relatively lower shortperiod component compared to the associated wave
spectra observed at buoy 46013. The buoy response
function decreaseswith frequency and is not well deter-

minedaboveabout 0.35 Hz (K. E. Steele,National Data
Buoy Center, personalcommunication,1999). However, since the range of Tws shown in Figure 2 corresponds to a maximum wave frequency of 0.25 Hz, the
increase in Tws with frequency is probably not related
to the buoy response.Alternatively, the increasein Tws
with frequencymay be related to the reflection characteristics of swell from beaches. Gravity-wave reflection
from beachesdependson beach slope, wave height, and
wave period, with the ratio of seaward to shoreward

propagatingenergydecreasing
with frequeney[Elgar et
al., 1994]. Consequently,
frequency-dependent
gravity-

storms, e.g., during March 9-11, complicatesthe spec- wave reflection would result in relatively lower amplitral signatures. However, these types of simultaneous tude short-period microseisms and cause an increase
wave arrivals can still be differentiated
in the seismic
in Tws with frequency, provided that shore reflection
data. The closetemporal correspondencein the spectral contributessignificantlyto the opposingwave field for
energy concentrationbetween 46013 and BKS, i.e., the nearshore microseism generation. Note that Tws inlack of wave-wave microseisms in the absence of swell
cludes microseismattenuation between the generation
energy,confirmsthat thesesignalsare locally generated. region and the seismometer,also contributing to the
increase in Tws as observed.
5.2.

BKS-46013

Transfer

Function

Averageenergyspectrafor estimatingTw8 using (4)
were obtained from the 95th percentlie of the ranked
normalized spectral energy estimates for 46013 and
BKS from January I to January 24, when high waveenergy occurredat both long and short periods. The ratio
of the averageenergy at 46013 at wave frequencyf to
the averageBKS energyat microseismdouble-frequency

TheTwsestimates
wereusedin (5) to compute
giving/•/sin (6). Plotting/•/sversus
Hs for BKS(in
the [0.08,0.48]az band)and46013(in the [0.03,0.38]az
band), respectively,for corresponding
time periodsgives
the seismic-to-wave
transfer function Fsw (Figure 3a).
KibblewhiteandEvans[1985]observedsimilarvariation
between microseismand ocean wave amplitudes for the
New Zealand coast. Although we usethe quadratic least

coefficients
(represented
by the stippledlinein
fd givesTws(fd) (Figure 2). We assumethat Tw• does squares

not changeappreciably with wave amplitude. Sinceen- Figure 3a) to obtain Hs, a linear least squaresregression fit to these data has a correlation coefficient R 2 rm
ergy at frequenciesbelow the microseismpeak is assoof
0.88, indicating that these data are well correlated;
ciatedwith primary microseisms
and Two(0.12)• 1, we
and
although more stringent constraintson "noise"exset Tw•(• 0.12) = 1.
clusion
would reduce some of the scatter in Figure 3a,
Tw• increaseswith frequency,indicating that the mi-

testsshowed
that the reduced•rs versusHs data set
did not causea significant changein the F•w inversion
results, suggestingthat these regressioncoefficientsare

2O

relativelystableas indicatedby the highR2.
.

.

Although Figure 3a demonstratesa clear relationship

m15

between

the wave-wave

microseism

and ocean wave am-

plitudes, the variancesuggestspotentially significanterror in the seismic reconstruction.

o

-

0.1

i

0.2

i

0.3

ß

0.4

0.5

Frequency (Hz)
Figure 2. Wave-to-seismictransfer function Tw8 determined from the ratio of the "average" normalized
spectral energy at buoy 46013 to the correspondingaverage double-frequencyenergy at seismicstation BKS
for the January 1-24, 1995, time period.

That

this need not

be the caseis shownby plotting H• for January-March
1995 from two relatively nearby oceanbuoysthat are in
R•, buoys46013 and 46026 (Figure 3b; seeFigure I for
locations).Recallingthat microseismlevelsresultfrom
the summation of signalsgeneratedover R•, Figure 3b
showsthat the 46026-46013 variance is not greatly different from that between

46013 and BKS.

The variance

between 46013 and 46026 results from differences in ex-

posure and bathymetry and temporal variation as a result of swell propagation, as well as statistical sampling
variability inherent in using 1024 s records. In addition,
different wind conditions at these buoys separated by
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peak of the relatively short duration high-amplitude
swell event at 46013 and BKS on January 22 in the

(a)

[0.03,0.2]Hz band(Figure4) with the lowestlevelspre-

0
5
Seismic
H

10

cedingthe swell arrival. Similar relative energylevels
and spectral content for the buoy and seismometerdata
are observed,again showingthe one-to-onecorrespondence between local swell and microseismamplitudes.
The peak spectral energy levels at 2100 UT at 46013
(solidline) normalizedto the maximumspectrallevel
are shown in Figure 5, with the lower curve from January 22 at 0600 UT using the same normalization as
that for the peak energy curve. Curvesfor the same
timesfrom BKS (dashedlines) normalizedto the BKS
peak energy on January 22 at 2100 UT are also shown
in Figure 5. The peak at BKS is nearly twice the wave
frequencyas predicted by theory. Since virtually no

15

(microns)

8

(b)

swellenergyis observedat 46013in the [0.03,0.1]Hz
band near 0600 UT on January 22, the microseismen-

ergy at BKS at that time in the [0.1,0.15]Hz band
must be primarily of nonlocal origin. An estimate of
the telemicroseism

46026 H$ (m)
Figure 3.

(a) Equivalent (seismic)significantwave

height•s fromBKS versus
buoy46013Hs. Stippled line is the quadratic least squaresfit to these data
and representsthe microseism-to-wavetransfer function

Fsw. (b) Hs at 46026 versusHs at 46013showingthe
variation in Hs at two nearby coastalbuoys(seeFigure I for locations).

contribution

at BKS can be inferred

from the lower BKS curve in Figure 5, where the energy at 0.12 Hz is about 10% of the swell event peak
at a time when the associatedwave energyat 46013 at
half that frequency(0.06 Hz) is closeto zero. However,
part of this apparenttelemicroseism
energymay result
from local wave activity that is not present at 46013.
Regardless,Figure 4 showsthat microseismlevels at
BKS correspondcloselywith nearbywaveactivity and
that telemicroseismenergy will not significantlyaffect
the accuracy of Hs reconstructions.
For obliquelyarriving swell,the variancein Fswpartly
results from the more rapid variation in wave Hs com-

paredto/•s; that is,themicroseism
levelscanremain
relatively high for longer time periods as a result of
about 80 km causesvariability in the short-periodwave wave-waveinteractions that generate microseismsigspectra between 46013 and 46026, resulting in corre- nals that are local to BKS but occur after the swell
spondingdifferencesin Hs. The linear least squaresfit passes46013. In that respect, proxy wave heightsHs

for 46026versus46013 (Figure3b, stippledline) hasan
R2 = 0.92, comparable
to that for BKS-46013,with a
slopeof 1.12 that is indicative of the somewhatlower Hs

are derived from spatial as well as temporal averaging. The seismicamplitudesat BKS in Figure 4b peak
about 2 hoursafter 46013 and remain elevatedfor nearly

at shelteredbuoy46026. A similarvariance,R• = 0.89, 3 hours while the spectral levels at 46013 fall off more
rapidly. Assuminga northerlyapproachfor •his swell

is observedbetweenunsheltereddeepwater buoys46011
and 46023 for the same time period, indicating that
this amount of variation observed in Hs is common

between relatively nearby buoys. Since buoy 46013 is

event, this suggeststhat certain stretchesof coastsouth
of Point Reyes may be more reflective,resulting in a
larger opposingwavefield and highermicroseismlevels.

Cessaro[1994]alsofoundthat certainstretches
of coast
by Haubrich et al. [1963]and sincethe 46026-46013 g•enerated
highermicroseism
levels.In theseinstances,
near the northern limit of Rs from BKS as estimated

and 46013-BKS variancesare similar, the resulting Hs

Hs will be high relative to Hs, with the net result a re-

from

duction
in theslopeofFsw,causing
•s to beunderesti-

reconstructions

should

show variation

similar

to

mated. Consequently,swelldirection may be an important factor for microseismgenerationand could affect
seismsignals,$z includesmicroseismenergyfrom non- Hs reconstructions. Alternatively, the time difference
local wave activity that we will refer to as "telemicro- in peak energy may result from buoy 46013 being outseisms."The telemicroseismlevel dependson the storm side the local double-frequencymicroseismgeneration
size and its location relative to the coast. To estimate
area that dominates the signal at BKS and for these
the magnitude of the telemicroseismiccontributionat northerly swell arrivals, Rs is somewhat smaller than
BKS, we compare the spectral characteristicsof the that estimatedby Haubrichet al. [1963].
that observedbetween the two buoys.
In addition to the dominant locally generatedmicro-
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Plate 2. (a) Wavespectralenergyat NOAA buoy46013for January-March1995. (b) Microseisin
displacementspectrallevelsat Berkeleyseismometer
site (BKS) for January-March,1995 (see
Figure I for locations).Note that the frequencyband shownis scaledto doublethat in Plate 2a.
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Figure 4. (a) Spectralenergyvariationof a swelleventduringJanuary22-24, 1995 (refer to
Plates 2 and 3 for alternate characterizations).(b) Corresponding
microseismenergylevelsat
BKS for the same time period. The small ridge near noon on January 23 at 0.05 Hz is an
earthquake surface-wavearrival.
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Figure 5. Normalized spectral energy at buoy 46013

(solidlines)and BKS (dashedlines)for the swellevent
shown in Figure 4. Top curvesrepresentthe peak energy at 2100 UT, and bottom curvesrepresentthe energy minimum preceding the swell arrival at 0600 UT
on January 22. Each curve is normalized to the maximum spectral energy at 2100 UT on January 22 for
their respectivelocation.

in amplitude, the pattern in Hs matches Hs from 46013
nearly peak for peak. In all instancesof buoy Hs > 5 m,
the seismicreconstructionis consistentlylower,making
the Hs a conservative estimate of Hs.

Comparing Plate 3a with Plate 2 shows that the

largestdifferences
between
•s andHs occurwhenthere
is significant wave energy at periods less than 10 s,
e.g., on January 10 and March 10, which is associated
with local storms. Part of this underestimationmay

resultfrom the restrictionof the upperlimit of th• seis-
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Plate 3. (a) SignificantwaveheightHs at NOAA buoy46013for January-March1995 (blue

line)andtheseismic
reconstruction
(blackline)fromBKS(•rs)forthesametimeperiod.(b)
Associated
peakwave
period
Tpat 46026andthecorresponding
reconstruction
•p fromBKS.

the bias most likely resultsfrom the presenceof telemicroseisms.
When significant telemicroseismenergy is
ally little wave energyabove0.24 Hz, excludingenergy
present,
•
willhavea long-period
bias.An overestiat these frequenciesshotlidnot significantlyaffect Hs
reconstructions. For more regional and distant events mationof T• is morelikelyduringlow H, whenthe
contributionto $w can be moresignifthat havesimilar characteristicsalongmuchof the Cal- telemicroseismic
ifornia coastand where most of the energyis at periods icant. Obliquely
arrivin•g
swellwill alsocontribute
to
greater than 12 s, e.g., the nearly 7 m Hs events on the long-periodbias in Tp. Given the likely biasesdeJanuary 22 and March 23, the seismicreconstruction scribed above, close examination of Plate 3b suggests
that, while the T• match is not exact, the occurrence
Hs models the buoy tls closely.
The comparisonof the associatedwave period recon- of high Hs long-periodevents(i.e., thoseeventswith

mic band to 0.48 Hz. However, since there is gener-

struction for 46013 and BKS is shown in Plate 3b. The

reconstructed
peakperiodf•

H• > 5 m and T• > 12 s) canclearlybe identifiedfrom

(blackline)hasa much the microseism"data. In addition, Plate 3a shows that

of tel•microseism
energywill not resultin
narrowerrange and an obviouslong-periodbias. We the presence
notethat buoyT• measurements
of lowH, long-period an overestimation of H, for extreme wave events using
wavesare subjectto someuncertaintyas a result of the the procedure given above.
These results indicate that the extreme wave climanonlinear inversion from frequencyto period and the
potential for bimodal seas. Tests showedthat the in- tology of the California coastcan be accuratelyreconversion results were not very sensitive to variation in

structed from microseism data. In addition, these tests

estimatesof either Wo or •., suggesting
that someof suggesta 3 month buoy deploymentmay obtain suf-
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seismic reconstructions. Also shown is Hs at 46026 for

ficient wave measurementsto satisfactorily calibrate a
seismometersite, provided a sufficientnumber of high

the November-Marchtime period during the 1982-1983
ENSO.

Hs events(i.e., Hs > 5 m) occur.

6. Application

Theproxywaveheight•s (Plate4a,redline)again
displays a nearly one-to-one correspondencewith the

to El Nifio 1997-1998

wave data (Plate 4a, black line), demonstratingthat
Recalling that our long-rangegoal is to investigate F•w determined from 1995 data can be applied with
changesin the West Coast wave climate since1930 us- equal successto B KS data from any year to reconing archived seismicdata from BKS, it is important struct the coastal wave climate. Since F sw is calibrated
to demonstrate that the same F sw transfer function
determined for the BKS 1995 data can be applied to

againstdeepwaterbuoy46013,seismic
• for certain

other BKS data with equally good recoveryof H•. Of
interest is the comparisonof the wave climate of the
current strong ENSO with the strongestENSO previously recorded, 1982-1983. Long-period seismometer

reconstructedwave period (Plate 4b, red line) again

data were obtained

the two long-p%iod
eventsin December
1997amounts

from NCEDC

wave eventsis greater than measuredHs at 46026. The
displays the long-period bias observedpreviously. It
shouldbe noted that the differencebetweenthe longest

Tp observed(25 s) and that of the corresponding
Tp for

for BKS from Novem-

to a shift in the Sw spectralpeak at BKS of only 0.01 Hz.
Comparisonof the wave climate at buoy 46026 during
the currentENSO with the 1982-1983episode(Plate 4a,
blue line) showsa generallysimilar pattern: a moder-

ber 1997 to March 30, 1998. Since buoy 46013 was out
of servicefor much of this time, we show Hs from buoy

46026 (Plate 4) for comparison.Buoy 46026 was out
of serviceduring March, underscoring
the usefulness
of
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Plate 4. (a) Significant
waveheightat buoy46026forthe 1982-1983
E1Nino(blueline)andthe
1997-1998E1Nino (blackline). The seismicreconstruction
Hs (red line) from BKS microseism
data for 1997-1998usingF•w from 1995 comparesfavorablywith the corresponding
buoy data.
(b) Corresponding
peak waveperiodfor the associated
significantwaveheightdata.
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and the seismic reconstructions
occur
ately high Hs during November-Decemberfollowed by measurements
a lull in the first half of January, and then an intense during intense local storm activity, i.e., when there is
wave climate throughout most of February. Of interest significantwave energy at periods less than 10 s. In
is the apparent generallyelevatedTp during the cur- these cases,the seismicHs reconstructionsunderestirent cycle. Inspection of meteorologicaldata suggests mate the buoy measurements. The seismicHs reconthat the storm tracks during this past winter [1997- structions most closely follow buoy measurementsfor
1998)appearedto be muchmorenortherlythan thoseof swell from distant storms having peak periods greater
1982-1983. The 1997-1998 winter also had more meridthan 12 s. Hs reconstructionssuggestthat the seismicional "upper-air"flow (sharpertroughswith lesseast to-wave transfer function, calibrated from BKS-46013
to west width) than in 1982-1983.This pattern would data for 1995, is applicable to BKS data from any year.
build smaller, tighter surfacelows, causinghigher wind Consequently,it is feasibleto reconstructthe wave clispeeds,but with lesssurfacefetch to build storm swells mate from analog BKS data archivedfrom 1930-1980,
(L. Riddle, ScrippsInstitution of Oceanography,
per- potentially allowing us to establishwhether the wave
sonal communication,1998). These weather patterns climate has, in fact, shownsignificantchangesovertime.
are consistentwith the generallylower Hs and longer
Tp wavesobservedalongthe California coastthis winAcknowledgments.
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